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ABSTRACT

Table 1: Comparison of eythrocyfes and leukocyte [6, 81

This work presents a new MEMS device which uses
deterministic lateral displacement for the continuous
separation of leukocytes (white blood cells) and
erythrocytes (red blood cells). By running blood cells in
laminar flow through an array of columnar obstacles,
deterministic lateral displacement asserts that the path a
cell follows is determined by its size. The system consists
of PDMS channels with posts on glass slides. An
effective separation region of 7 mm by 1.8 mm is
achieved on a 1 cm by I cm chip, A 420 pm lateral
separation was achieved for 5 p n and 10 p n beads. The
critical particle size for separation was found
experimentally to be 8 pm, concluded from our results
using 5 pm, 7 p,8 pm and 10 p polystyrene beads.
Diluted whole blood and blood fraction of concentrated
leukocytes were also tested with the devices in agreement
with blood count results. Problem of blood cell stiction to
device surfaces was investigated.
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1.lNTRODUCTION
Human blood cell separation is the first challenging step
towards total bIood count. Conventional cell separation
methods used in blood counts almost all adopt selective
cell Iysis by chemicals. This unavoidably requires the
reservoirs of the chemicals and makes it difficult for onchip implementation. Recently, there are a few efforts on
cell separation in micro scale using, for examples, fieldflow fi-actionations [I, 21. dielectrophoretic force
separation [3], magnetic separator [4] and microstep
device 151. This work aims specifically to develop a
simple, reusable but deterministic separation method using
microfluidics without the need for lysing chemicals. In
addition, a special attention is paid to the well-know cell
stiction problem.
Human blood cells can be roughly classified into
three groups: erythrocytes (RBC), leukocytes (WBC) and
platelets. Leukocytes can be further classified into
granulocytes, monocytes and lymphocytes. Table 1
compares the geometries and counts of erythrocytes and
leukocytes in adults. Because of its shape, the height of a
normal erythrocyte varies from 1.5 to 3.5 pm [6], clearly
smaller than the average leukocyte whose diameter falls
between 7 and 20 p. This difference in size enables us
to use deterministic lateral displacement to separate the
two types.

2. DEVICE DESIGN AND FABRICATION
We chose PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, MI) for the
device because of its ease of use. Devices are fabricated
with DIUE-silicon molds and mounted on a glass slide by
overnight baking at 80 “C (figure 1). The channel height
is 20 p. The effective separation area measures 7mm by
1.8 mm and consists of upstream and downstream regions.
In each region, every consecutive row of obstacles is
shifted horizontally by a fixed amount: 4 pm for upstream,
6 pm for downstream. In both regions, along each row,
the center-to-center distance of obstacles 1 is 60 pm
while the distance between them d is 14 m.

3. DEVICE CALIBRATION
Experimentally, the device was first calibrated with
polystyrene beads. Fluids were pumped into devices with
syringe pumps (Pic0 Plus, Harvard Apparatus, MA).
Central flow rate was kept at 0.2 pVmin and sheath flows
were 1.2 pVmin. Bead concentrations were on the order
of ~ O ~ / ~ I .

The first such device was actually designed to
separate submicron-sized beads or bacterial artificial
chromosomes [7]. Here, we have extended the principle to
design a new device for much larger particles like blood
cells. In a deterministic lateral displacement device, the
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beads separation profiles. For 5 pm and 10 pm beads
flowing in the same device, changing central flow rates
from 0.01 yl/min (corresponding roughly to linear velocity
of 1 "/sec) to 2 yVmin (correspondingroughly to linear
velocity of 5 ymlsec) shows no change on separation: 5
pm beads follow zigzag mode white 10 pm beads follow
displacement mode. We then flowed in 7 pm fluorescent
beads, which have a large size distribution (up to 16%
coefficient of variation cited from manufacturer). The
central flow rate was changed from 0.015 pVmin to 1.0
pLVmin. From figure 4, the separation profiles remained
roughly the same, with beads slightly tend to flow in
displacement mode at low flow rate regimes. The size
distribution of the 7 pm beads needs to be compared with
this result for further interpretation. Since the critical
particle size for the current device is 8 pm, to test further
flow rate effects on separation, it's reasonable to flow in 8
pn beads with different flow rates and observe possible
changes on separation profiles.
I " " " ' " " " I

Figure I : Device far blood separation (lep) and detailed
device structure ( r i g h ~ .

All beads 5 ym (green) or 7 pm (red) in diameter
followed the "zigzag mode". In contrast, 10 pm (red)
diameter beads followed the "displacement mode".
Finally, the 8 pn diameter (clear) beads did not strictly
follow either mode and exited between the 10 pm and 7
pm beads (figure 2). From a statistical analysis of a video
taken near the outlet, a 420 pm lateral separation was
achieved for 5 pm and 10 pm beads (figure 3). Also from
the results, the critical particle diameter D is around 8 pm,

Distance (pm)

Figure 4: Separation of 7 pm beads with large size
distribution under differentflow rotes.

4. DEVICE TESTING
pm (red) b e d . Picture was generated by overlaying of
multiple video frames.
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Human blood cell separation was then demonstrated using
a blood fraction of concentrated leukocytes diluted with
Ficoll-Paque Plus (Amersham Biosciences, Sweden).
Leukocytes were concentrated by repetitive centrifugation
at 1500 rcf (relative centrifugation force, equivalent to g)
for 10 minutes at 4"C, then taking out top layer of
supernatant and bottom layer of pellet. Ficoll-Paque Plus
is a mixture of diatrizoate sodium and FicoU 400. Ficoll
400 is a neutral, highly branched, hydrophilic polymer of
sucrose. Traditionally it has been used as a reagent to
purify lymphocytes from human peripheral blood based
on density gradient centrihgation. Its density is 1.077 f
0.001 g/ml, which is more close to blood cell density than
aqueous saline. Diluting blood with Ficoll-Paque Plus
enables us to run experiment over one hour without severe
sedimentation.
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Figure 3: Statistical analysis of beads separation. Inserted
picfure is taken withfluorescent microscope. Beads with label I,
2, 3 and 4 are Spm, 7pm, 8pn and I Opm in diameter respectively.

The effects of flow rate on separation were studied
by changing flow rates followed by statistical analysis of
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The use of a hemacytometer yielded a measured
leukocyte to erythrocyte ratio of 1:43. As shown in figure
5, two groups of cells following different flow patterns
were identified. Statistical analysis concluded that the
ratio of cells traveling displacement to those traveling
zigzag was 1:38 (figure ti), very consistent with the
leukocyte-to-erythrocyteratio.
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Figure 5: Sepurdion Of leukocyte (top) f b m eqdwocyte
{bottom). Picture was generafed by overlaying of multiple
videoframes.
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Figure 7: StatisticaI analysis of separation of diluted
whole blood sample. Inserted plot is a close up of
leukocyte duta.

these fibrous structures have platelets attached. When
blood is diluted over 50 times, these fibrous structures are
normally observed before blood cells start to stick to
obstacles, it is likely that platelets and plasma proteins
involved cascaded blood coagulation happens in these
situations, although the chemicals involved might be
different from in vivo physiological cases. For higher
concentrated blood and stiction in later stage as in figure
X(c), simple mechanical blockage as well as cascaded
blood coagulation can happen.
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Figure 6: Statistical analysis of separation of blood
fraction of concentrated leukocytes. Inserted plot (lej) is
U close up of leukocyte data. Insertedplot (right) shows
one leukocyte (arrow pointed) arnong evyrhrocytes.

We then performed tests using a sample of whole
blood, diluted with Ficoll-Paque Plus. Because of the
high erythrocyte-to-leukocyte ratio in natural blood, and
limitations on flow rate and blood cell concentration, tests
were run for over two hours in order to observe several
leukocytes. Statistical analysis showed the ratio of cells
traveling displacement to zigzag to be 1502 (figure 71,
which is in agreement with the known leukocyteerythrocyte ratio. However, towards the end of such tests,
several erythrocytes flowing in zigzag mode appeared in
the lanes normally occupied by cells flowing in
displacement mode. Although still under investigation,
we believe such phenomena are caused by the increased
amount of blood ceIls sticking to the obstacles after a long
testing time.

To solve the problem of blood cell stiction to device
surface, we studied the effects of dilution factor and
freshness of the blood sample. The same blood sample
was diluted 2, 10 and 50 times with Ficoll-Paque Plus.
Experiments were performed in two consecutive days,
while blood sample was kept at room temperature for all
the time. In all the cases, the central flow rate was 0.08
pUmin and the sheath flows were 0.4 $/min. Areas of
blockage were measured after 30 minutes of blood flow.
Roughly 24 hours after the blood was drawn, 50 times
diluted sample show no sign of cell stiction. Even for 2
times diluted blood sample, the stiction is minor (figure 9).
After two days, for the same dilution Ievel, the areas of
blockage increase about 15 times compared with samples
of the first day. The freshness of the blood sample plays
an important role in cell stiction to device surface.
Normally the blood samples will be stored in refrigerator,
which can greatly mitigate this effect. For experiments at
the same day, the area of blockage scales roughly with the
dilution factors, which can happen for both simple
mechanical blockage and cascaded blood coagulation.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
A MEMS device was demonstrated to separate leukocytes
from erythrocytes based on deterministic lateral
displacement principle. Fluorescent beads of 5 pm, 7 pn,
8 pand 10 pm were successfully separated. The critical
particle size for separation was shown to be around 8 pm
experimentally, which could be used for rough separation
of blood cells.
Ratio of blood cells following
displacement mode to those in zigzag mode matches with
leukocytes to erythrocytes ratio. Cell stiction to device

CelI stiction to device surface broadens cell
separation profile and impair device performance. It
normally happened mostly near the entrance of the blood
flow (figure 8). For slight stiction or stiction in early
stage as in figure X(b), fibrous structures as well as blood
cells can often be observed. Higher magnification shows
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surface was found to be scale linearly with blood dilution
factor. Freshness of the blood sample has a significant
role in cell stiction to device surface. In experiments, we
observed polystyrene beads, which are more hydrophobic,
were more likely to stick to device surfaces then blood
cells. Even in the downstream, polystyrene beads adhere
readily to obstacles. Given the hydrophilic nature of cell
surfaces, the hydrophobic property of PDMS makes it
better to prevent severe cell stiction.
It is also believed that in our devices, flow rate has a
minor effect on separation because even at the highest
flow rate (2 pVmin), the Reynolds number of the flow
inside the device is at the order of loL2and the flows in
our experiments are laminar. Therefore, it implies higher
flow rate can be used to achieve fast separation. Using
equation (1) €or critical particle diameter, the coefficient q
will be between 2 to 3 to fit the data.

Future work will focus on improving device
performance and incorporate sensors downstream for
blood counting. A technology to specifically stain
leukocytes with fluorescent dyes in FicoI1-Paque Plus
system is under development. This will enable us to
measure the separation efficiency of blood ceIls. The
mechanism of separation needs more study. Simulation
will be performed to help clarify flow patterns inside
device, the effect of flow rate and the coefficient q. Cell
stiction to devices will be firther investigated, including
the effects of flow rate and materials for coating device
surface.

Figure 9: Efectcts of dilution factor and freshness of blood
on blood cell sticiion to device surface. Unit of area of
blockage is arbitruiy.
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Figure 8: Difereent levels of stiction. (a) No obvious
stiction. (6) Slight stiction. (c) Severe siiction.
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